Northern Obedience Dog Club Inc.
Established 1954

Proudly sponsored by

Affiliated with the
Victorian Canine
Association

Strathmore
Community Bank®
Branch

Classes Times

Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley

Sunday 10am-10:50am
Puppies, Classes 2, 4, 6
Sunday 11:10am-12pm
Classes 1, 3, 5, 7
Wednesday 7pm-8pm
All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
28 March
Pre Easter Wednesday
Night – NO TRAINING
1 April
Easter Sunday – NO
TRAINING
8 April
Changing to Standard
Training Times –
10:00am to 12:00pm
20 May
Million Paws Walk RSPCA
10 June
Queens Birthday
Weekend –
NO TRAINING

NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including advertising.
The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the Committee or the editor.
The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy submitted to this newsletter.
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs

Autumn is here and with it hopes of long walks in mellow weather. To help you
enjoy these experiences Paws for Thought provides advice on how to put into
practice skills learned in the previous months. If you would like to contribute
your own ideas and experiences feel free to send them in.
With the end of Daylight Saving, Wednesday night training will be under lights
which provides a pleasant middle to the week. Don’t miss it.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll

February was the first month back for 2018 and
we’ve seen a few changes around the Club like the
introduction of the Foundation class which is a
beginners class for dogs older than puppies.
There was the usual influx of new members after
the Christmas break with a lot of first time dog
owners preparing themselves for a new phase of
their life.
Northern Obedience Dog Club continues to provide a service to the community
as it has since 1954. The service provided to the community of affordable dog
training that promotes responsible dog ownership should never be
underestimated.
The challenges the Club faces today are not through a lack of interest but rather
concern for setting up an infrastructure that allows the Club to cope with what is
an increase in demand.
The demand for dog obedience training is increasing however participation
rates in most (if not all) dog sports is falling. The challenge is to make dog
sports attractive to all people training their dogs. In a recent conversation it was
mentioned to me that dog obedience training was not as “sexy” as some other
sports and therefore does not get the focus other sports get.
It got me thinking about when I was on the committee of a local cricket club
and that club went through a few challenging times because there was a drop
off in interest in the sport. The club refocussed on a few basic fundamentals
like making new members feel welcome so they stay and also incorporated
more social events where people got to know each other so the club was not an
interruption to a person(s) or family routine but became part of that routine.
The club is now thriving.
We need to change our approach in many ways. It does not necessarily mean
we throw out what we did in the past but it does mean we need new ways to
expose the sport to people who otherwise would not be interested.
I suppose growing a sport was never about making it “sexy”; it is about
increasing participation at an early age and retaining the interest through the
different stages of life.
That builds the base from which the club grows.
Write

or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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PROFILE OF

- INSTRUCTOR
Maggie has been a member of NODC for 9 years,
which she joined to train her Rottweiler Muscat,
and she became an instructor during that time.
She currently instructs on Sunday mornings but
often is involved in training on Wednesday nights
Maggie has owned dogs since she was a child and
remembers the family bull dog in Holland
attacking her when she was in a high chair. This
did not put her off her love of dogs.
Her family emigrated to New Zealand when she
was 3 and, as the youngest of 5 children, it was
her job to look after the family animals.
She came to Melbourne in her mid 20s and
manages a pharmacy in Melbourne City having
previously trained in a hospital dispensary.

Maggie’s first Australian dog was a Rottweiler named Syrah who Maggie chose for security
reasons. Love of this dog meant that it was followed over the years by Merlot and the current 9
year old Muscat who helps entertain dogs who board at Maggie and husband Rob’s home.
This business was started to provide a home environment for dogs who needed boarding rather
than being locked in a kennel, the result being that many of the boarders could be more closely
described as pets.
The names of Maggie’s loved dogs clearly indicates a love of good wines which is matched by a
fondness for dining out preferably for Italian and French cuisine. Maggie however loves to cook
and says that her kitchen is her favourite place, Dutch dishes of course being a speciality.
Maggie’s other interests include reading to the extent that she says she will read anything but
particularly novels. She says that the best thing she ever taught a dog is to wee on command!

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between
classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the
instructors.
While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your
dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each
dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make
another dog feel uncomfortable.

2018 ClassES

Classes for 2018 are on Standard
time and start at 10am for Puppy
& “Even numbered classes”, and
11am for “Odd numbered
classes”.
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The

club year starts
and training begins..
but some are happy
to walk and just
socialise!
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Written by Glyn Burnup

Be Prepared For Your Daily Walk
I thought I would tackle a couple of issues which are new to some dog owners and
frequently put on the backburner by the rest of us.
When we are out and about in the community we are governed by some basic by-laws.
We must have our dogs registered with our local council and the tag most be on the dog
when we are out. This may cause some problems if you have a number of collars as you
are not allowed to have duplicate tags. Perhaps a copy of the tag on your phone or some
engraved discs with the required number might get you out of a sticky situation with a
ranger.
Moonee Valley requires that dogs to be kept on a
leash at all times when in a public place. The
leash must also be attached to the owner or person
in charge of the dog. This means that letting the dog
walk around with the leash dragging along the
ground is not attached.
Be aware that this habit can also cause problems as
the lead can pull on the dog’s neck or jerk the back if
it gets caught on something on the ground. However,
dogs can still be exercised off a leash in designated
off-leash parks, if under effective control.
This is a wonderful phrase with important subtexts.
So the dog must be within sight of the owner and
return to the person in charge upon immediate
command. Pup must also not bother, attack, worry or
interfere with other peoples or animals peace and
enjoyment.
So not much time to catch up on your emails here.
If you are not sure about your dog’s recall ask
one of the instructors to test your dog with
distractions. Maybe others in your class
would be interested in the same exercise as a
way of proofing your dogs.
Should you choose to use an extending lead
be alert when visiting shopping strips as the
lead can act as a trip wire across doorways
and can become tangled around coffee table
legs. It may not also give you effective control
when approaching other dogs.
Not all animals are happy with a bouncy pup
just saying Hello.
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continued

You must also carry poo bags (Plural) 'Oh Joy'- to clean up after your pet…… which also
means you must be able to see your dog at all times so it can’t do a sneaky poo. Fines vary
from council to council but $250 is a possibility. On holiday recently I explained to a tour
guide what Australian dog owners are expected to do to great consternation and hilarity.
When I mentioned that Americans can buy a spray can to freeze the dog poo before picking
it up the expressions were priceless. (If you are interested it's called Poop Freeze)
I have a doggy bag ready and loaded for my daily walks which contains at least 4 poo bags,
I tell Gracie I only have 3 to fool her, special treats to reward good behaviour, a small toy for
play, coffee money and phone so I am ready to call the Police if I find a body as all dog
owners seem to do in detective programs on the telly.
Talk to your instructors about how to train a dog to walk near you and still be able to read
mail whilst not needing to use the Heel command. A walk is for joy and relaxation for all
parties not a war of attrition.

CHICAGO DOG SHOW by Denise Gardner
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Crufts 2018

Denise Gardner

An estimated 22,000 pooches visited the
Birmingham NEC during the four-day event, with a
record 3,623 four-legged-friends from 49 countries
vying for the chance to win the coveted Best in
Show.
Visitors learnt about 200 different breeds at the
Discover Dogs zone, crossbreeds competed for the
Scruffts crown and the Friends for Life event
reminded people about the truly inspiring and
unique stories that show dogs at their absolute best.
“Tease” the Whippet raced ahead of his opposition
to take the Best in Show award at Crufts this year.
Crufts claims to be the world's greatest dog show and was created by Mr Charles Cruft who was a
manufacturer of dog food. In 1877 he created a competition for dogs ...but only terriers were welcome.
Today the 200 competing breeds include dogs padding in from across Europe, the Middle East and the
Americas as well as Australia and New Zealand.
Since 1928, when the Best in Show title was first granted, 43 breeds have won the solid silver trophy
with terriers and spaniels dominating. If you think your dog may have what it takes he will need to beat
off more than 20,000 qualified rivals (and all to win just $180). Alternatively, you can consider Crufts
obedience, flyball, doggie dancing or agility.

SEEING EYE DOGS
PUPPY & FOSTER CARER INFORMATION
EVENING
Time: 6-7pm
Date: Wednesday 11 April 2018
Location: Vision Australia, 454 Glenferrie
Rd, Kooyong VIC 3144

Could you care for a Seeing Eye Dog?
-Come to our information evening
-Meet our dogs
-Hear our clients stories
See how you can help us to make a difference!
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TRAINING CONSISTENT INTERACTIONS
Excerpted from Decoding Your Dog by Debra F. Horwitz, DVM, DACVB and John Ciribassi, DVM,
DACVB with Steve Dale
From Whole Dog Journal
supplied by Frances Hammer

This means using everyday
situations to train and continually
strengthen good manners - without
spending a lot of time on dedicated
dog training sessions.
It boils down to this: Whatever the
dog wants, don't give it away for
free. Don't open the door just
because the dog paws at it; don't
throw the ball just because he barks
at you. For those and countless
other privileges, ask the dog to say
"please" first by doing something
like sitting quietly. The benefits of this
approach are many.

For one thing, good manners become part of everyday routines rather than something the dog is
asked to do only in special training situations. Your dog also learns a degree of impulse control. He
realizes that not immediately acting on impulse, but rather stopping to consider alternative options,
can be rewarding. Training also becomes linked in the dog's mind to all his favourite activities: he will
sit for having his leash put on for a walk, he will comply with a request before being invited onto the
couch, he will have to look at you before getting his breakfast or a chew toy, and he will release the
ball before tossing it again, and playing fetch with you. When all good things must be preceded by
responding to a cue that you give, your dog quickly learns to behave politely.
The goal isn't to seek the perfect obedient response to "sit" or "stay"; it simply teaches your dog to say
"please." If the dog puts his bottom to the floor, the item or attention will be provided. Soon it
becomes second nature, and your dog might default into a "sit" behaviour instead of jumping or
pawing at you. You can then decide whether to ask for an additional behaviour, such as a "down" or
"look." This is also a safety precaution: if your dog defaults into a sit position every time you get ready
to open the car door, he will not bolt out and possibly get hurt. If he sits to have his leash put on, he
will not run around and you will not have to chase him. This makes taking the dog out a pleasure
instead of a struggle. Use a "please" action before:
 Throwing a ball, Frisbee, etc;
 Handing over a toy;
 Putting the food bowl down;
 Giving a treat or chew toy;
 Opening a door;
 Clipping on a leash to go for a walk;
 Taking off a leash at the park or beach;
 Delivering a belly rub or a good ear scratch;
 Allowing the dog into or out of the car.
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Surname

Name

Dog name

Breed

Hofsteter

Melissa & Christine Hofsteter

Ruben

Toy Poodle

Lewis-Hammond

Joel & Jessica Lewis-Hammond

Freddy

Mastiff X Staffordshire Terrier

Azzato

Nadia & Matthew Azzato

Luna

Maltese X toy poodle

Turner

Daniel Turner

Charlie

Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Zammit
Jinks
de Vries
Nguyen
Czerwinski
Saunders
Patullo
Puurand
Waldron
McKew
Showler
Mottini
Frew
Hodson
Staley
Raymond
Yates
Whiteman
O'Reilly
Robertson
Izzo
Fitzhenry
Caruana
Caruana
Takayama
Child

David Zammit
Dorothy & Gregory Jinks
Melanie de Vries
Linh Nguyen
Katie Czerwinski
Jon Saunders
Kay & Harold Patullo
Judy Puurand
Sally Waldron
Rosie, Anthony & Claire McKew
Karen & Caitlyn Showler
Simone Mottini
James Frew
Millicent Hodson
Blyth & D'Arne Staley
Olivia Raymond
Cameron & Louis Yates
Jane & Scott Whiteman
Nicole O'Reilly
Lorna & Mark Robertson
Valentino Izzo
Brendan Fitzhenry
Simone Caruana
Emily Caruana
Yoko Takayama
Karen & Gary Child

Finn
Pebbles
Leo
Beau
Lyra
Jasper
Rufus
Yoshi

Corgi X Kelpie
Cavoodle
Golden Retriever
Miniature Schnauzer
Border Collie
Terrier X
Husky X Ridgeback
Labrador

Toffee
Daisy
Macchia

Labradoodle
Staffordshire X
Stumpy Tail Cattle Dog X

Toffee
Roy
Coco
Zebbi
Ziggy
Jimmy
Parker
Honey

Springer Spaniel
Cavoodle
Spoodle
Cavoodle
Labrador X Cocker Spaniel
West Highland Terrier
Smooth Fox Terrier
Groodle

Bruce
Alice
Wasabi
Charley

Weimarner X Staffordshire
Labrador
Spoodle
Rottweiler

Johnston

Yvette & Benjamin Johnston

Odi

Australian Shepherd

Elliott
Roda
Ota
Kohl
Metaxas
Goldsworthy
Basile
Slater
Saalmans
Bent
Perri
Newman
Coventry
Delamore
Chan
Chien
MacIntosh
Heriot
Barber
Hunt

Cate Elliott
Sarah Roda
Takako Ota
Radigar Kohl
Elyse Metaxas
Carla Goldsworthy
Mario & Tiana Basile
Krystin Slater
Anna Saalmans
Tim Bent
Carla Perri
Faith Newman
Liza Coventry
Troi Delamore
Jess Chan
Eric Chien
Tiffany MacIntosh
Rachel Heriot
William Barber
Naomi Hunt

Nero
Kip
Marcus

Groodle
Kelpie X Shepherd
Staffordshire X

Dutchie
Leo
Bella
Dusty
Felix
Larry

Great Dane X Bull Arab
Miniature Poodle
Cavoodle
Pomeranian X Jack Russell
Catahoula X
Boston Terrier

Leonard
Basil
Rusty
Storm

Maltese X Staffordshire
Wolfhound X Kelpie
Golden Retriever X
Labrador

Juniper
Arthur

Corgi (Pembroke)
Labrador

Banjo

Kelpie
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Williams
Dunstan

Matthew Williams
Amelia Dunstan

Murphy

Griffon

Mullenger

Rebecca & Leigh Mullenger

Keith

Australian Bulldog

Madden
Allaway
Mifsud
Fella
Ahmet

Kathy Madden
Zoe Allaway
Matthew Mifsud
Natasha Fella
Tennille Ahmet

Archie
Pippa

Cavoodle
Spoodle

Lily
Jasper

Samoyed
Groodle

Rinaldis

Marisa Rinaldis

Leo Wei Wei

Maltese X Chinese Crested

Federico
Head
Cornelius
Mizzi
Norrie
Hunter
Shields
Dimech
Tramontana
Startari
Scott
Capito
Crocker
Vetro

Andrea & Silvio Federico
Hamish & Tory Head
Kate Cornelius
Ray Mizzi
Anne Norrie
Andrew Hunter
Sarah Shields
Katrina & Michael Dimech
Simone Tramontana
Ross Startari
Robyn Scott
Sandra & Alf Capito
Zac Crocker
Maria Vetro

Ivy
Frankie
Scout
Chase
Leo
Maggie

Cavoodle
Cavoodle
Old English Sheepdog
Border Collie
Heinz
Staffordshire X

Jasper
Diesel

Cavoodle
Staffordshire X

Clancy
Piper
Bruno
Ollie

Golden Retriever
Kelpie X Whippet
Kelpie X Border Collie
Groodle

Vignone

Paul, Hannah, Dean Vignone

Farmer
Higgs
Brown
Brown

Peter Farmer
Anna Higgs
Nicole Brown
Erica Brown

Emmylou
Levi
Caspian

Labrador
Groodle
Border Collie

Henschke

Ruby & Andreas Henschke

Kevin

Miniature Dachshound

Frazer
Dunn
Bailey
Seeley
Harty
Nowak
Halpin
Startari
Karlovic
Mason
Englehart
O'Gorman
van Yzerloo
Falla
Bailey
Grant
Panadive
Giardina
Dziubek
Guerrisi
Kita
Dare
Bain
Evans
Fothergill

Lauren Frazer
Ben Dunn
Nikki & Peter Bailey
Niki Seeley
Jason Harty
Kara Nowak
Simon Halpin
Antonio Startari
Kristie & Peter Karlovic
Sam Mason
Kelly Englehart
Paul O'Gorman
Kim van Yzerloo
Emily Falla
Paige-Rheannon Bailey
Abby Grant
Kalpak Panadive
Enza & Andrew Giardina
Owen Dziubek
Julieanne Guerrisi
George Kita
Maureen Dare
Paul Bain
Michelle Evans
Talysha Fothergill

Henry

Spoodle

Midnight
Ruby
Boots
Maverick

Cavoodle
Cavoodle
Border Collie
Cocker Spaniel

Rosie
Kobi
Shadow

Koolie X Maremma
German Shepherd
Kelpei X

Marlo

American Stafforshire

Abbey
Riley

Weimaraner
Whippet X

Elsa
Bronx
Karl
Ceres

German Shepherd
English Staffordshire
German Shorthaired Pointer
German Shepherd

Banan
Lexi
Oscar
Sukha

Stafforshire Terrier
Labrador X Kelpie
Jack Russell
Staffordshire X Sharpei
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Shurey
Burns
Newbold
Rinaldis
Ellis
Clark
Lavery
Howlett
Clewer
Bonnici
Reynolds
Barbaro
Pavlovski
Reddick
Greig
Graham
Rossiter
Welker
McGowan
Kelly

Thomas Shurey
Claire Burns
Joan & Paul Newbold
Daniel Rinaldis
Jenaya Ellis
Emma Clark
John Lavery
Karen Howlett
Chris Clewer
Jessica Bonnici
Duane Reynolds
Josephine Barbaro
Nicola (Nick) Pavlovski
Carrie & Sarah Reddick
Sophie Greig
Jarryd Graham
Rebecca Rossiter
Mark & Monique Welker
Katherine McGowan
Mark Kelly

Axel
Gem

Mastiff X
German Shepherd

Remy
Leonard

Cavoodle
French Bulldog

Royce

Shetland Sheepdog

Levi
Tyson
Harry

Shetland Sheepdog
Border Collie
Cavoodle

Giorgio

American Stafforshire Terrier

Koda
Maverick

Border Collie
Labrador

Arlo
Milton
Bertie

French Bulldog X Beagle
Labrador
Brussells Griffon
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CLASS PROMOTIONS – CONGRATULATIONS
Date
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
04-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
11-Feb-18
14-Feb-18
14-Feb-18
14-Feb-18
18-Feb-18
18-Feb-18
18-Feb-18
18-Feb-18
18-Feb-18
25-Feb-18
25-Feb-18
25-Feb-18
25-Feb-18
28-Feb-18

Handler
John & Maree Clarke-Starford
Kim Fenton
Shane Antonio
Anil Dilman
Andrew Bernard
Melissa Elliott
Kaye Galloway
Sasha Alp
Melissa Jarvis
Grant Liddy
John & Maree Clarke-Starford
Annabelle Rodda
Jan Scholtz
John & Maree Clarke-Starford
Tammy Guerrisi
Theresa O'Mahoney
Joanne Carroll
Maria Tsakissiris
Grace Horton
Luciano & Carmel Carrea
Stella Tiligadis
Theresa O'Mahoney
Yasar Karanar
David Zammit
Grant Liddy
Gabriella Rosati
Taylor Hemsworth

Dogs Name
Charlie
Willow
Rosie
Chips
Justice
Ellie
Mishka
Angus
Pippa
Willow
Ruby
Tia
Kuba
Charlie
Austin
Doza
Shadow
Teddy
Zee
Boston
Nelson
Doza
Dali
Finn
Willow
Chester
Meika

Class
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
P-1
2-3
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-3
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
2-3
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
3-4

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class. Keep
up your regular training and you will be amazed at how quickly you will progress through
the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor. They will
be only too happy to assist you in overcoming the problem or they will direct you to
someone who will be able to give you advice.
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Vale Dr Hugh Wirth

by Peter Dapiran and Denise Gardner

On 5 February 2018, Dr Hugh Wirth died. Dr Hugh was well known for his gruff radio talkback vet advice. Less well known to the general public is his enormous contribution to
animal welfare both in Australia and overseas.
He was president of the RSPCA for 43 years while maintaining a small-animal vet practice
to keep in touch with the community. He was the only non-European to be president of
World Animal Protection.
Dr Wirth was instrumental in gaining many changes in animal welfare regulations
including
-

banning the export of horses to Japan for slaughter
raising community awareness of poultry farming methods
banning of tail docking and puppy farms
campaigning against live animal exports
campaigning for the banning of duck hunting

NODC dogs and members give thanks for his invaluable input to animal lives.
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 2018
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7.00 pm.
All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.
28 March

Pre-Easter Wednesday night – NO TRAINING

1 April

Easter Sunday – NO TRAINING

8 April

Changing to Standard Training Times – 10:00 am to 12:00 pm.

20 May

Million Paws Walk RSPCA.

10 June

Queens Birthday Weekend – NO TRAINING

24 June

Obedience & Rally Trial – Broadmeadows Obedience Club*.

7 & 8 July

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Geelong Obedience Club*.

4 & 5 August

State Obedience Trial & Obedience Dog of the Year – Dogs Victoria.

26 August

Entries close for Northern Obedience Trial.

9 September

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Northern Obedience Club*.

22 September

Obedience Trial – Royal Melbourne Show.

30 September

Obedience & Rally Trial – Melton Obedience Club*.

1 October

2019 membership renewals due.

20 October

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Werribee Obedience Club*.

28 October

Obedience & Rally Trial – Macedon Ranges Obedience Club*.

4 November

Melbourne Cup Weekend – NO TRAINING

4 November

Applications close for end of year trophies.

17 November

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Southern Obedience Club*.

18 November

Obedience & Rally Trial – Northcote Obedience Club*.

25 November

Annual General Meeting and Trophy Presentation. (All Classes at 10:00am)

2 December

Last day of training. Last day to Renew Membership.

2 December

Obedience & Rally Trial – Croydon & District Obedience Dog Club

9 December

Christmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans.

3 Feb 2019

Classes recommence. Summer training times 9:00 am – 11:00 am.

*Club sash donated
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GOLDEN CROSSWORD
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in front.)
(Food may be used only as a reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on ground
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat on lead.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 5 (Novice)
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Four exercises plus,
 Heel free;
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other
to be taught but not
Class exercises
6
tested:
Full Open Program
 Commence high & broad jumps;
Class
7 Craft.
 Ring
Full UD Program
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Dr Peter Dapiran


Museum storage areas can be musty places and prone to insects that can damage exhibits.
Come in Riley, a 12-week old Weimaraner, that is being trained to sniff out bugs at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, USA. It will take 12 months to train Riley.



A Malaysian Airlines flight bound for London was recently forced to land at Alice Springs
because of a faulty engine. All passengers had to spend the night in Alice, including Timothy, a
Maltese Terrier, who was moving to London with his relocating family. The dog missed a
connecting flight in Malaysia but eventually got to London and was reunited with anxious
owners.



A cyclone that struck Broome, WA, in January stirred up all the snakes in backyards. The local
snake catcher was called in after a Western Brown snake attacked a dog near its water bowl.
Dog is well; snake was caught.



Unfortunately, a man in NSW died after being bitten by a brown snake when he tried to defend
his dog. He was bitten on the finger and died in hospital. Brown snakes are responsible for
more than 60% of snake-bite deaths in Australia. There were 35 deaths in Australia between
2000 and 2016.



Rusty, an Australian Terrier from Queensland, scampered aboard a truck traveling south and
soon found itself in South Australia. Paul, the truckie who found him, shared his dim-sims on
the trip. Rusty is now back home.



A woman in Chengdu, China, stole Lion, a Corgi in the local neighbourhood. The owner tracked
down Lion, and tried to negotiate a ransom with the dognapper. The women wanted another
Corgi in exchange, and threatened to kill Lion. During the argument (or negotiation) Lion
disappeared out of the sixth storey window of the woman’s apartment. She claimed it was an
accident. Lion’s owner is pursuing the matter through the courts. Good luck!



The Animal Welfare League is a NSW body responsible for auditing and regulating animal
welfare. It received a $35,000 donation from Kellyville Pets, Sydney’s largest pet shop. The
League is being accused of a conflict of interest. The retailer says it did not make the donation
but that the money came directly from its customers via an in-store promotion. The matter is
being investigated.



A survey in the UK has found that men and anxious people are more likely to have suffered dog
bites. It’s not known if calm owners have calm dogs less likely to bite or if anxiety increases
the risk of being bitten.



The UK is considering banning the sale of puppies in pet shops. Some critics of the ban suggest
that it might lead to an illegal market for dogs.



The rise of first world problems in China – how much to pamper your dog. Luxury dog hotels
are on the rise. The BlueBone chain is opening its fifth outlet in Shanghai – gourmet meals,
spas, massages, extravagant birthday parties, and pick-up in a Maserati. Meanwhile, in Yulin,
China, there is the dog meat festival.
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true
companion in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs
to be obedient, companionable and
useful. The club provides you with the
opportunity to train your dog, and the
fact that our club and others like us exist,
show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for
most people can be a hobby that is
enjoyed by both dog and owner.
See our website for more details.
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Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

